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Billus Smart Building Software is a construction management system for your
building, furniture or home office. It optimizes your tasks, projects and tasks by

offering a modular construction process. Billus Smart Building Software is specialized
in 3D/VR/AR-Visualization and provides an intuitive workflow from plan to reality. A
flexible solution – whether you run a single office or a real estate corporation with

thousands of employees – is based on the proven Microsoft Dynamics 365 standard.
It supports you in the constant maintenance of your business relationships with

prospects, partners and potential sellers. With our mobile app for Dynamics
365.immo, you can already deposit objects in 365.immo during viewings. Invoices,
purchase documents, reports, inspection certificates, handover protocols, etc. you
can generate directly from 365.immo and send to your customers. Additional user

accesses are included in the price, not only the unlimited number of objects. There is
no end to the possibilities of activities with the mobile app for Dynamics 365.immo.

With the integrated tools, you can already create connections in 365.immo and
process the booking. This saves you time and simplifies your work flow. Exposs,

inspection certificates, reports, etc. you can generate directly from 365.immo and
send to your customers. The development of our software continues to be continuous
since it was launched on the market. Today, we are constantly updating and refining
the product. Moreover, we are always able to provide technical support services in

case of any problems or questions concerning our product. We would appreciate your
comments and opinions, as well as other questions. Please don't hesitate to contact

us with your questions and comments.
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The immopac Cloud provides the original immopac management and collaboration
platform itself and additional innovative services, such as cloud-based workflow

management, presentation of daily activity reports and manual report generation. In
addition, immopac red provides the full functionality of an independent data room,
alongside the unique immopac collaboration platform. The immopac Cloud, which is

available as an add-on to the immopac red data room and online collaboration
platform, also includes further services, such as online presentation of the sales
process, automatic registration of permissions, IOS-based access, collaborative

licensing, confidential data exchange, the possibility of unlimited data access and the
remote viewing of individual client data. Furthermore, the immopac Cloud includes
additional and innovative services such as its Connectify function, which helps you
keep unauthorized Internet connections from getting into your network, single file
upload and transfer from the desktop and a bulk document upload and download

from Dropbox. In addition, the immopac Cloud offers high availability and
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maintenance as standard. The immopac Cloud is so innovative that it is also the first
immopac solution to be certified according to the requirements of the German

Telekom Innovation Program. A growing number of real estate companies are already
using the immopac Cloud internally. Some of our satisfied customers include

Deutsche Bank, the German Cancer Research Center, the German Trade Union
Federation and the German Savings Banks Association. As a result of the immopac

Cloud, the data room is completely digitalized and corresponds to immopac red in all
functional aspects. This, in turn, enables the real estate companies to use the same

workflow between the immopac Cloud and immopac red, ensuring efficient and quick
processing of new documents. 5ec8ef588b
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